An evaluation of surgical treatment and chemotherapy of advanced neuroblastoma (stage III & IV) with special reference to proliferation kinetics of residual tumors.
Twenty two children with advanced retroperitoneal neuroblastoma and one child with advanced posterior mediastinal neuroblastoma admitted to our clinic were treated as follows. Seven patients (group A) underwent primary resection of tumor immediately after diagnosis. In two patients of this group, the levels of VMA and HVA in urine after surgery decreased to nearly normal (group A-I), while they did not change appreciably in the other 5 patients (group A-II). Seven patients (group B) underwent resection of tumor following complete or partial response to preoperative chemotherapy. Nine patients (group C) did not undergo resection of the tumor except for exploratory laparotomy. Two group A-I patients have survived, free of disease, for 6 months and 12 months after diagnosis. All patients of group A-II died within a year. Residual tumors of 4 patients of this group began to grow explosively just after surgery, although they received persistent postoperative chemotherapy. Four patients of group B survived for more than two years and the two patients of this group who received continuous intra-arterial PGE1 therapy had no postoperative explosive growth of residual tumors. Two patients in group C survived for 20 months and the others died within a year. Primary tumors and metastatic foci responded well to therapy as compared with group A-II, which suggests that presence of primary tumors may inhibit rapid growth of metastatic foci. Resection of primary tumors, therefore, was not always conducive to survival unless residual tumor responded to postoperative chemotherapy.